Space Cube
Run Time: 2:09 | Completed: January 2009
Creator: Colt Dixon
Description: A space combat animation with a highly original plot (I swear!). This was my Digital Imaging final.

Bubbles Yes!
Run Time: 2:17 | Completed: May 2008
Creator: Blake Emerson
Description: Bubbles Yes! is a 3D animation about a play put on by three unlikely characters. As the story unfolds, heroes must face villains when a love triangle tears into the scene.

Turkmenistan
Run Time: 3:53 | Completed: August 2008
Directors: Ben Peacock, Danny Song, Hunter Gray
Cinematographers: Ben Peacock & Hunter Gray
Editors: Ben Peacock & Danny Song
Description: Three guys travel to Turkmenistan to document the circumstance of the people and make American Christians aware through a multimedia presentation for the furthering of the Kingdom of God. This is the result.

Saving Plastic Ryan
Run Time: 5:12 | Completed: May 2008
Creator: Tyler Litton
Description: A short animation about the most bitter of rivals and the conflict that ensues between them.
**Twain**  
*Run Time: 8:05 | Completed: March 2009*  
*Director: Tyler Litton*  
*Cinematographers: Caleb Stallings & Tyler Litton*  
*Editors: Tyler Litton & Rachael Kapavik*  
*Description:* What happens when your job becomes boring? What about when your job is less than honest? Two burglars make a bet in an attempt to rekindle their glory days by seeing who can steal the most money.

**Judgments**  
*Run Time: 11:45 | Completed: December 2008*  
*Director & Editor: Tyler Litton*  
*Cinematographers: Beth Spain & Tyler Litton*  
*Description:* Everyone has a different side to them. You may act one way to a person and then act the complete opposite to someone else. What if someone saw you do all of this? What if that person was not very merciful? Could you contend with that kind of unsympathetic judgment?

**A Divine Comedy**  
*Run Time: 14:00 | Completed: March 2009*  
*Directors/Cinematographers: Sam Headen & Michael Beck*  
*Editor: Michael Beck*  
*Description:* A man’s best friend and roommate commits suicide. The man is having trouble accepting his friend’s death and also accepting God.

**My Imaginary Friend**  
*Run Time: 16:03 | Completed: March 2009*  
*Director/Editor: Rachael Kapavik*  
*Videographers: Rachael Kapavik & Tyler Litton*  
*Description:* Henry used to be very lonely until the day he met Lucy. Now the only problem is - she’s the only one who can see him.

**Russian Waitress**  
*Run Time: 17:21 | Completed: March 2009*  
*Director/Editor/Cinematographer: Joshua Garcia*  
*Description:* A silent film, Russian Waitress tells the story of a couple whose relationship comes to an end after going to a restaurant where their waitress disrupts the unhappy, yet comfortable, relationship they have formed.